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Welcome
everyone to our
newsletter
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Exciting News!!
As We Open Our New Centre – Narberth
The Old Mills
latest centre is
based in a
beautiful house
in the market
town of
Narberth. We
opened on the
7th September
2020.

With the lovely Lesley, a holistic therapist herself,
organising the day to day running of things and some of
our amazing volunteers, offering some fabulous therapies:

Kathryn – oncology and scar tissue massage
Lucie – homeopathy
Nick – ACT, (acceptance and Commitment therapy)
Kevin – Reiki
Shirley - with her gentle chair yoga.
If you live anywhere in Wales and would like to attend then please give us a
call to arrange a suitable time – 01792 851553

We are here every Monday from 10am to 5pm
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Thank you to everyone
who has donated
through lock down.
Without your continued
support we would not
have survived

A big thank you to
Gower Opticians
£171.28
A Good Yarn
£104.12
Crofty Stores
£430
……and thank you to

Time to say goodbye
We would like to say a huge
thank you to Deb Barrow,
We wish her all the

everyone who has one of our
collection-tins which continue
to raise money for us every
day. Please let us know if you
would like a tin for your
business.

best for her
future ventures

ddtA

Special Thanks

To all our volunteers who
have supported us through
the pandemic
Joan and Jeff Jeyes
Sarah Neale Brian Smith
Angela Morris
& Christine Brown

Thanks to Nicola for all her hard
work keeping us organised and
getting the tins out there into
the community
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Caroline’s news - Outreach Centres
It’s been a very strange time for all of us in the past 6 months or
so. But I hope that I have been able to support everyone
through phone, text and zoom and I will continue to do that
through this second “lockdown”. I would like to hear what helped you and
that can be anything you found useful. For me, as well as speaking to you
lovely lot, my neighbours and I had a “garden gym club” when we would
meet in our own front gardens and do a workout for about an hour 3 or 4
times a week. Occasionally the breaks between the exercises were longer
than the next exercise but that was part of the fun AND it got us all out of the
house and in the fresh air. Sometimes passers-by would join in too!!
I enjoyed the contact I had with all of you, clients and therapists. I learnt to
do things I never would have like zoom. As you know I’m not the greatest
when it comes to computer skills but if I can manage to zoom then I reckon
you can too! Jaynie has written some simple instructions if you’re not already
a computer whizz. So, come and join us. We’ve had some really interesting
chats, and lots of laughs which we all need.
When we reopened in both centres, it was really great to see people face to
face instead of through a screen but that’s better than not seeing you at all!
In Llandybie we had some small groups initially for coffee and chat and were
able to offer some appointments in the last couple of weeks. Port Talbot had
just started the coffee and chat. It was great to feel things getting back to
something as it had been prior to lockdown. And now for a short while
(fingers crossed) we have to rely on electronic
means of being with each other once again.
We need to stay upbeat and see ourselves doing
the things we love. Send that positive energy out,
the more we can do to help ourselves and others
in whatever way we can, the better it will be for
all of us. As a friend of mine says “Practice an attitude of gratitude” Smile cos
the sun is shining, and smile because when it’s not. (Remember it is shining
somewhere in the world!)

See you soon

Caroline x
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Jaynie's News

Hi Everyone.
During our last full lockdown I carried on from home supporting
clients via calls, texts and Zooming.
‘Yes, I now know how to Zoom! ‘
I have to say a huge thank you to Susie Johnston, (The
Body Organic), for keeping us supple with her weekly chair
yoga, Mike O'Brien for his lovely Tai Chi classes, Jo Gooding with her weekly
meditation sessions and our own Caroline for weekly chats with Llandybie clients &
friends.
As we enter our winter season and no doubt local lockdowns will be in place, I want
to increase our zoom contact with more classes and catch ups, so I'm hoping to help
those who feel Zoom is beyond their tech capabilities
(believe me, if I can master it .... we all can!!).
So here goes:
When I send you a link to your email or FB messenger, just click onto it a few
minutes before the time of the zoom.
It will take you into a "waiting room" which the host will see on their screen. The
Host will click onto your name and hey presto we will see each other!
Sometimes you may need a passcode which will also be given to you in the
link.
Of course any problems and I will talk you through it.
P.S.
Just remember our little shop within the Penclawdd reception is stocked full of
supplements and non-perishable food. You can call on 01792 851553 (Monday is
the best day) to make an appointment to pop in, (if in the Swansea area), or I can
post your order to you.
Until next time,
be happy & keep safe
Much Love Jaynie x
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Recipe – Butternut Squash Soup
Serves 4

Ingredients
Raw organic coconut oil
1 large butternut squash - peeled,
deseeded and roasted with garlic
1 leek, chopped
2 stalks celery
1 large sweet potato, cut into
cubes (skin on)
2 tbsp. engervita
1 teaspoon liquid aminos
200ml plant based milk
Herbs du Provence herbs or
bouquet garni,

1. Cut butternut squash in half, deseed and place a garlic segment in each half with a
teaspoon of coconut oil. Pop in the oven and slow roast until tender
2. In the meantime add a teaspoon of coconut oil to a saucepan, chop the leek up and
sauté on a gentle heat until soft, and add celery and sweet potato. Stir and heat through.
Add enough water to cover the veg. add engervita , liquid amines and herbs. Place a lid on
and simmer until soft. When cooked add the butternut squash.
3. When cool liquidise the soup and add the milk when heating up to the consistency you
prefer. Season and enjoy!!

Boost your Immune System and
Keep The Bugs At Bay
The nights are drawing in, so we welcome autumn
and its beautiful colours!
We all need to support our immune system as
winter approaches, so to keep in tip-top condition.
I recommend a daily spray of Vitamin D3 £8.50,
1000mg Vitamin C £4.50 and a good boost of
Echinacea £10.50 which are all available in our
Penclawdd shop and outreach centres.

All available at The Old Mill
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Vitamin D3 The Sunshine Vitamin
With Covid -19 on everybody’s mind Vitamin D3 is a good one to
discuss as more and more evidence is coming to light that if you
have sufficient levels you are at less risk of contracting covid and
more likely to recover well if you do!
Our skin makes vitamin D naturally in sunshine and it is very important to have vitamin D in the
body because together with calcium and magnesium it helps keep our bones healthy. But in
recent years, research is suggesting that vitamin D can also help protect us from other
diseases such as cancer, heart disease, arthritis, auto immune problems and infections.
Sunshine
In summer sunshine (without sunscreen on), light coloured skin will make about 10,000 units
(250 mcg) of Vitamin D in about 10 – 20 minutes. Dark skin takes five times longer to make
vitamin D, and as we age our skin becomes less efficient at making it. But what about the risk
of skin cancer? It is excess sun and sunburn that are risky. Going out in the sun without
burning is fine unless you have a sensitive skin or are on medication that makes your skin
sensitive to sunlight. Cancer Research UK & the Osteoporosis Society both now recommend
little & frequent spells in the summer sunshine to improve health.
Safe Sun – Don’t bake and don’t burn
From April to September in the UK the sun is strong enough for skin to make vitamin D. A good
way for people to get vitamin D (if you skin is not too sensitive) is to estimate how many
minutes it would take your skin to start going pink (mild sunburn), then two to three times a
week expose your face, hands, and arms (or arms and legs) for half that time before putting
on SPF15 sunscreen. In other words, if you think it would take 20 minutes for your skin to start
going pink, then half that time would be 10 minutes and so going out in the sun two or three
times a week for 10 minutes should be enough to keep up your vitamin D levels13. If you have
very dark skin you will need to spend longer, anything from 20 – 60 minutes a day, depending
on your skin type. It is easy for dark skinned people in the UK to become vitamin D deficient
due to lack of adequate sunlight. So what do you do between October and March when
the sun is not strong enough in the UK to make vitamin D, or if you have not been able to go
out in the sun every day in the summer months to build up your levels?
Supplements
People with: sarcoidosis; lymphoma; leukaemia; hyperparathyroidism, kidney disease or
high blood calcium levels should talk to their doctor before supplementing with Vitamin D.
Also seek advice if taking digoxin, bendroflumathiazide or hydrochlorothiazide for high
blood pressure.
You can take a Vitamin D3 supplement as it is difficult to get enough from food alone.
Research in Canada has shown that an adult needs to take 4,000 IUs (100 mcg) per day to
get enough in the blood14. Dr Michael Holick of Boston University School of Medicine advises
that people can take up to 4,000 IUs (100 mcg) a day without being under a doctor’s
supervision as it is possible to take too much vitamin D and become toxic, but it is very
unlikely. If you don’t want to take any capsules, it comes in drops or a spray format too.
If you supplement with vitamin D, it is a good idea to also take a magnesium supplement as
the body needs magnesium in order to absorb vitamin D. either 300mg or 400mg per day
would be sufficient. Eating green leafy vegetables also helps you to absorb vitamin D.
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Friends of The Old Mill – update
Hi Everyone
Due to the current circumstances we have unfortunately not been unable to
do much in the way of fundraising as normal. It is a hard time for all charities
at present with no income and we are disappointed that we have not been
able to support as much as we would like.
We have however been able to present the Old Mill with a cheque for £1000.
We sold daffodils raising £97, we held a coffee, cake & crafts morning in Hush
Hairdressers, Kittle £209, Blooming Belles, Gowerton have raised £85 selling our
crafts, and Purple Badger allowed is to hold a bar crafts sale raising £70, all in
February.
During the lock down Pam has been making laundry bags and is still making
scrubs for the NHS with the support of Mary, Sue and Gaynor.
Pam is now making face masks so if you need any give us a call as we will be
stocking them or pop into Presence Gift Shop, Kittle, where John is selling
crafts and masks for The Friends!
We are now starting to make Christmas crafts too, so you know where to
come for your decs.
If anyone has any ideas or suggestions for online events, any outlets for our
crafts, or would like to help out please don’t hesitate to contact us or leave a
message at the Old Mill office at Penclawdd 01792 - 851553.
Mary and the friends of The Old Mill Team x

Thank you to all the ladies who have helped out, not only The Old Mill but the
NHS too with all your hard work. You are all amazing!!
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Autumn message
From Sarah Clark our founder
Hi everyone and welcome to our autumn newsletter. We
hope you are all keeping well and are coping with new
normal that life has become. Following some amazing
summer weather we now head for autumn, a time of year to shed the
bad and prepare to rest and nurture.
During the past few months I have seen a lot of fear and anger
developing and feel the need to put some perspective out there. It has
been a very worrying time and the media sure know how to embed
that fear and promote that anger.
The main reason we are fearful is due to the lack of control we have in
a situation. Anger is one way of regaining some of that control
although not in a constructive way. One thing we do know is that fear
and anger will lower your immune system and make you more
susceptible to illness, so let’s look at positive ways to get back control
and let go of the fear.
Firstly stop watching the news, social media etc.
Don’t listen to other people, do your own research on the numbers,
keep it in perceptive.
Do what is right for you, without worrying about what others think. If
wearing a mask 24/7 helps you to be less fearful, DO IT. If not wearing a
mask makes you less fearful, DO IT.
Above all else be kind to others and respect their views and needs,
whatever they may be.
Join in our meditation and learn to let go and relax, try some yoga or
Tai Chi too, all on offer at The Old Mill via zoom. Make sure you are
taking your Vitamin D3, eating healthy and taking some exercise out in
the fresh air whenever you can.
Don’t forget you can
always call us for a
chat.
Sarah x
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Next Month on zoom
Chocolate workshop
Do not miss out

Llanelli's Community Supermarket
with locally sourced vegan, organic
and gluten free products plus
minimum waste ranges and
initiatives available.
As an Old Mill supporter, owner
Matt Rogerson is kindly offering 10%
discount in-store with this newsletter.

One of our lovely
volunteers Tony

Do pay a visit at
UNIT 3 STRADEY DISTRICT CENTRE,
MAES Y COED, LLANELLI SA15 4EB

taking PPE to the
next level

Phone Number: 01554 756509

Making sure you
all know we have
your safety
at the top our list!!

Thank you to everyone who has
contributed to this autumn issue.
I hope you’ve enjoyed the read!
Please let us know what you would
like to include in the next issue and
send us your stories.
In the meantime take care
and stay safe.
our contact details are

oldmillfoundation@gmail.com

01792- 851553 - Monday to Wednesday
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